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The figures in the margin indicate full marks. ·
Answer one from Section - A, three from Section - B
and all from Section - C.

Section -A

1. · (a) Letµ· and/.. be cr- finite positive measures on
a measurable space (X,S). Prove that a Lebesgue
. decomposition of/.. w. r. to µ exists. ·
9
(b) L~t {En} be ~n increasing sequence of subsets
of X. Prove that for a regular outer measure on X,
9.
µ*(lim E)
x~oo

= x-+oo
lim ~L* (E ).
n

n ,

1

P.T.0.

2. (a) Letµ be a a- finite positive measure and/..., be
a a-finite signed measure on a measurable space (X, S). If
/...,<<µ, prove that there is art extended real-valued
S-measurable . function F on X such · that
9

(b) Let(XxY,a(SxT), µxv) betheproductmeasure
space oftwo a-finite measure spaces (X, S, µ)and (Y, T, v).
Letfbe a µxv-integrable extended real valued a(Sx1)measurable function onXxY. Show thatfx is v.-integrable
on Yfor µ a.e. xeXandfY .i s µ-integrable on Xfor v a.e.
yeY.
9

Section -B
3. When are two signed measures on a measurable
space (X, S) said to be mutually singular ?
Let µ and /..., be. two positive measures on a
measurable space (X, S). Suppose for every E > 0 there
exists EeS such that µ(E) < E and /..., (Ee)< E. Prove that/...,
and -µ are mutually singular.
6
4. Let (X, S, µ)be a a-finite measure space. Show
that for every EeS,
(i) that is an increasing sequence {E'n} in S s·u ch
that UE
' = Eand µ (En') < oo for all n,eJN.
n n
(ii) thereisadisjo!ntsequence {Fn'} inSsuchthat
UFn'

=

E and µ (Fn') < oo for all neJN.

n

2

6

5. For two positive measures µand A. on a measurable
space .(X, S), show that if for every E > 0 there exists 8 > 0
such that A. (E) <E for every EES with µ(E) < 8, then?--.is
6
absolutely continuous w.r. to µ.
·6. Prove that an outer measure µ * on a metric space
is a Borel outer measure if and only ifµ * is a metric outer
6
measure.
7. Let us consider the product measurable space
(XxY, cr(SxT)) of the measurable spaces (X, S) and (Y, T).
Prove that EE cr(Sx =>Ex ET for all x EX aiid E y ES for all .

n

YE~

6
Section - C

8. Let (X, S, /....) be a signed measure space and
El' E 2 ES where Ej c E 2 . Prove that
(i) A.(E 1) = oo => A. (E2) = oo,

(ii) A.(E 1) = -oo =>A. (E2 ). = -oo.

2

9. Let Xbe an arbitrary infinite set. Let A consist of
all finite and co-finite subsets of X. Show that A is an.
algebra.
2
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Answer one from Section - A , three from Section .. B
. and all from Section - C.
Notations and symbols have their usual meanings.
· Section..; A
1. (a) State and prove uniform boundedness theorem.
9

(b) . Show that for every bounded linear operator
T: H 1 -;.fl2' where H 1, H 2 both are Hilbert spaces, 3 a
bollnded linear operator TV: : H2 --; H 1 such that
(i) <Tx, y> = < x, T*y> V xeH1artd Vyef/2 •
. (ii)

llT*ll = IJ1ll-

9

1

P.T.O. ·

2. (a) Pefine quotient of a normed linear space by a
subspace of it. Show that quotient of a Banach space by a
10
closed subspace of it is.a!so a Banach space.
8

(b) . Find dual of(,,.
Section - B

3. Show that every finite dimensional normed linear
space is a Banach space.
6.
·4. Show that a subset of a finite dimensional normed
linear space is compact if and only if it is closed and
· bounded. Also prove that inan infinite dimensional norined
linear space the above conditions are not sufficient ·for
4+2
compactness of a subset.
5. Show that for any x of a Hilbert space and any
00

. orthonormal sequence {en },
equality holds if {en} is total.

2

'

2

LI x,en >I ~II x II · and
n=l
4+2=6

6. (a) Show that dual of a normed linear space
separates points of the .underlying space. .
3
(b) Show that for any x of a normed linear space
·X

'

llxll =sup l/(x)I

11/11

3

/eX'-{O} .

2

7. Show that every bounded linear functfonal f on a
Hilbert space H can be expressed as.f{x) = <x, z>, where z
is uniquely determined by /ahd lfzll = llfll.
6

Section - c
8. Find norin of T: 12 ~ 12 defined by
I

=

T(sl' s s
2,

3 , •••• )

.

(~}' 2s2' ~ S3, ...... )

2

9. Examine if {en} in /2 is weak or strong convergent
where en=. {8nm} m' snm= 0 if m
=.I ifm

SN
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Notations apd symbols have their usual meanings.

Section -A
Answer any one question.

18x1=18

1. Describe Jacobi's method of solution of nonlinear first order partial diffen;,IJ.tial equation and use this
method to solve the equation z3 ~·pq xy.
18
2. Discuss the method of characteristics for solving
the Cauchy problem for a first order quasi-linear equation.
Find the integral surface of the equation
·2y (z.,... 3) p + (2x- z)q = y(2y,... 3), passing through
the circle: z = 0, x 2 + y2 = 2x.
10=8

1

P.T.O.

Section - B
Answer any three questions.

6xJ=~l 8

· 3. Find.the complete idt~~al of p2 + q1 =2.
Hence find the integral surface passing through x = 0, z = y.
6
4. Reduce into the canonical form:
y(x+y) (zxx - zY.Y) - xzx - yzy - z = 0.

6

5. Verify the integrability and hence solve
z 2dx + (z2 - 2yz)dy + (2y2 --yz - xz) dz= 0. · · · 6
'·

6. Solve u1 = u~, satisfying
u(O, t) = u (I, t)

=

0, \;/ t > 0 and u (x, 0) = Ix .- x2 ;

OSxSL

6

7. Describe the technique ofDuhamel's principle to
.construct a solution of non-homogeneous heat equation.
6

Answer all questions.
8. · Define Menge .Cone for a non-linear fi!st order

PDE.

'foJJp:i ~HU IO~'

2

9. Show that the 's~liitioJof
. tlie Dirichlet problem, if
it exists, is unique.
2
.
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Answer one from Section - A, thr~e from Section - B
and all from Section - C.

Section -A

1. (a) State and proye the principle of least action.
(b) Define ;Hamilto'fl•ia11)!ctf. a system. Derive
Hamilton' s equations of motion.
12+6

2. .(a) Find Lagrange's equations of motion of second
kind.
(b) Find the geodesic on the surface of a sphere ..
12+6
1

P.T.O.

Section - B

3. · Deterinine the energy equation. Hence show that
the total energyfor a conservative field is constant.
6
';)>""\7"''

-

•

4. Establish tile .relation between the Poisson and
Lagrange brackets.
6
5. A particle of mass m is proj ected with initial
velocity u at an angle a with the horizontal axis. Use
Lagrange's equations to describe the path of the projectile
6
under gravity.
6. Find the · attraction and potential of a spherical
shell of finite thickness bounded by spheres of radii a
and b.
i<:.n ;,,
'· 6
7. Using Poisson's equation, find the gravitational
6
potential of a solid sphere at a point.
Section - C

- )l1ll({ ..,;··

8. State the
variation.

j

t)

fUJlclMtti~V.iflhJ~mm a ,

•· ,

o( calculus of
2

·9. Give an example of a non.:.holonomic,
sceleronomous constraint.
2
'.:lftt •r
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Answer one from Section-A, three from Section-B
and all from Section-C.
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The figures in the margin indicate full marks.
Notations and symbols have their usualmeanings.
Section - A
I. (a) Prove that .

.( v2 __g__)v2 = acw,v2w)
y

at

\jf

8(x,y)

where \jf is the stream function for a two-dimensional ·
motion of a viscous fluid.
6
(b) Derive the expression of complex potential
for a doublet of strength 'µ' at the origin directed along
6
x-axis.
( c) (i)" Write the difference between the streamHne and path line. .'·
2
(ii) Write short notes on :
2x2=4
(i) Velocity potential, (ii) Stream function.
P.T.0.

2. ·(a) Prove that irrotational acyclic motion of a
.liquid contained in a boundary cannot be created or
• destroyed by application of impulses.
6
(b) Show that every . complex function
represents a fluid motion, real part of it gives velocity
potential and imaginary part represents stream fupction.
Explain with.an example.
6
( c) Write short notes on :

2X3=6

(i) Complex potential
(ii) Doublet
(iii) Circulation.
Section - B

3. Find the necessary and sufficient condition that
the vortex lines may be at right angle to the streamlines.
6
· 4. Find the force exerted on a circular cylinder by
a source situated outside the boundary.
6
5. Define Joukowski's transformation; apply it to .
6
transform an ellipse into a cirele.
6. Prove that the motion due to a circular cylinder
is the same as that due to suitable vortex doublet placed
atthe centre with axis perpendicular to the direction of
motion.
6
2

7. The velocity 'field at a point in fluid is given as

q = (xlt,y, 0). Obtain path lines and streak lines.

6

Section - C

SN

8. Define perfect fluid.

2

9. Define stream tube and stream surface.

2

3
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Answer one from Section-A, three from Section-B
and all from Section-C.
The figures in the margin indicate full marks.
Symbols have their usual meanings.
Section - A
1. (a) . Define principal strains. Show thatthe first
strain invariant represents cubical dilatati.on. ·
2+6
(b) Derive Euler's and Lagrange's form of
equation of continuity. E_stablish a relation between
them.
4+4+2
2. (a) Derive von Karman momentum integral
equation for two-dimensional incompressible boundary
_ layers.
12
(b) Obtain Bernoulli's equation for
compressible fluid. Show that compressible character of
th~ fluid may be neglected for very small mach numbers.
4+2
P.T.O.

Section - B
3. Discuss the steady flow in pipes of equilateral
triangular section.
6
4. For a· velocity distribution in a boundary layer

t

=a +f3 (

~)+r (~

J

~

+E ( )

3
,

determine the constants

a, p, y, E. Also, find the displacement thickness and skin
friction coefficient.

2+2+2

5. Obtain Rankine-Hoguniot relation for oblique
shock wave.
6
. 6. For the steady and irrotational flow of an elastic
fluid with pressure density relationship p = pt;Y, where
Pand y (> 1) are constants. Assuming the body force is
absent, show that
2
..!.q
+ l P =constant.
2
y-1 s

6 .

7. Obtain Prandtl's boundary layer equations for
two-dimensional motion of a viscous fluid past a plane
wall.
6

Section - C
8 . . Define momentum thickness.

2

9. What is Prandtl number and give the physical
significance of it.
1+1
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Section -A

1. (a) What is a tensor ? Show that a tensor can be
resolved into a combination of symmetric and
antisymmetric tensor.
2

(b) What are Bianchi Identities ?

·2

Section - B
2. What is intrinsic derivative ? Prove that the ·
intrinsic derivatives of an invariant coincide with its
total derivative.
I +5=6
3. Show that

{Jkj}. axk
f)

=

.,- .

Iogvg .
1

6
P.T.0.

4. Show that-the closest dic.~ance of approach of a
.particle 1n a gravitational field of mass Mand angular .·
momentum (J) is possible if J > 4¥ . What happens ·
when J< 4M, where J is angular momentum ?
· ·· 6 .
5.. Prove .that
R~µya;l; +R')..µat:,,;y ·+R\JJ:,r,a

= 0.

Hence show that the covariant divergence of Einstein
·tensor vanishes.
4+2=6
6. Obtain Lane-Emden equation starting from the
hydrostatic equilibrium of a · Newtonian star with
polytropic equation of state.
6
Section - C

7. Deduce equation of motion of a particle in a
18
Schwarzchild Metric.

· 8. _, Deduce the energy momentum tensor for a perfect
fluid and electromagnetic field. How do you write their
conservation equations in a gravitational field ?
8+8+2=18

'.
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The figures in the margin indicate full marks.
Section - A

L What do you mean by dust and perfect fluid ?
2
2. What is Mach~s principle ?

2

Section - B

3. Why Einstein was interested in getting a static
universe employing his field equation ? What is the
consequence ofusing his field equation ? Briefly discuss.
6
. 4. (a) Discussthemeaningofvariouscomponents ·
of the energy momentum tensor of a fluid.
2

1

P.T.0.

(b) ·What is Cosmic Microwave Background
Radiation (CMBR) ? What .information do you get
studying CMBR ?
2+2=4
5. Show that the deceleration parameter q is related
to the observed present density p0 and the critical density

' Pc by the relation 2q =Po·
.
Pc

6

6. Discuss the nature ofisotropic and homogeneous
line-element.
6
7. (a) Describe steady state model of the uni verse.
3
(b) What is C-field ? How doe~ it help to
construct such a model 1
3
Section - C

8. (a) What is Big Bang model ? State the
evidences in favour of such model of the universe. . 6
(b) Why Big Bang model fails to describe very
6
early universe ? Explain.
(c) State the remedy for the Big Bang model.
6
9. _Write down Einstein's Field equation and hence
deduce the dynamical equation. of cosmology for
.R obertson-Walker metric with perfect fluid. 2+16=18
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. Notations and symbols have their usual meanings.
· Section .;. -A

L

Discuss briefly :
I. Emission coefficient.

2

2. Eddington's first-approximation.

2

Section - B
Answer any three questions.
3. Discuss in detail the Rydberg- Scuster law.

6

4. Define · oscillator strength and deduce the
·· expression for it.
2+4

1

P.T.O.

.·

5. Discuss what you mean by transition co-efficient.
Find the mean life time of an atom in the excited state.
2+4
6. ·Explain the term "Interlocking of absorption lines".
6

7. Establishthe relation, J= H(2 + 3i').

6

Section - C
Answer any one question.
8. Give. a quantitative estimate. of the effect of
redistribution in frequency in a single atom clearly
mentioning the meanings of the symbols used.
18
9. Solve the equation of transfer for coherent
scattering by Eddington' s method for constant 11 ·
18
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Notations and symbols have their usual meanings.
Section - A

Discuss· briefly :
1. Isotropic scattering.

2

2. B (t).

2

Section - B
Answer any three questions. ·
3. Deduce the relation, R(S, cr) = R (cr, S).

1

6

P.T.O.

5. Deduce Milne's integral equation.

6

6

7. Prove that, limµ
Y(µ) = limµ->00 X(µ)
•
-+oo

=

J(O, 0). 6

Seetion - C
Answer any one question.
8. De,duce the coupled integral equations involving
the functions X(µ) and Y(µ ).
18

..

9. Deduce the equation of transfer in a plane parallel,
semi-infinite atmosphere and solve it by Discrete Ordinate
Method (DOM).
8+ 10

~:;,;'

S'N'

''

:
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